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APPLICATIONS
➤ Naval Surface Ships - Combatants and 
 non-combatants and detection systems

➤ Waterside facility protection

➤ Harbor/port security

➤ Commercial/private boat/ship protection

➤ Acoustic monitoring of marine life 
 (e.g., for fishing industry)

➤ Oil platform underwater security

➤ Gas/oil pipeline anti-tamper and security

About the Company
Advanced Acoustic Concepts, Inc. (AAC) is a technical leader 
of sonar detection, torpedo defense technology, advanced 
distributed training, knowledge management systems, soft-
ware engineering and systems integration.  Headquartered 
in Hauppauge, Long Island, New York, AAC has been selected 
by the Navy as a lead contractor for the Surface Ship Torpedo 
Defense program.  The success of AAC’s SPVA technology, and 
its spin-off products, is a major factor in the company’s growth, 
with sales increasing by over 100% in recent years. 

About the Technology
In response to the Navy’s need for submarine detection systems that provide tracking
and classifi cation of acoustic energy from ships, submarines, and torpedoes, Advanced
Acoustic Concepts, Inc. (AAC) developed the Sparsely Populated Volumetric Array (SPVA).
The SPVA consists of eighteen hydrophones potted in polyurethane that form a sparse 
array that allows novel real-time signal processing techniques over a wide frequency 
range, and greatly reduces the computing power required, compared to conventional 
sonar array processing.  At-sea tests have proven that the SPVA sensor accurately detects,
localizes, tracks, and classifi es any surface or subsurface craft.  The detection system is 
able to provide full spatial coverage around an entire submarine and detect narrowband 
and broadband acoustic signals in real time.  

The SPVA has transitioned to the surface fl eet for anti-submarine warfare and self-protection. 
As part of the demonstration of Improved Performance Sonar (IPS) and production systems 
of Scaled IPS, SPVA has been installed on fi ve Navy destroyers.  The Navy is looking into 
installing the SPVA on many more surface ships including combatants and non-combatants, 
resulting in total battle group defensive and “force multiplier” capabilities.

Military and Commercial Signifi cance
The SPVA is a compact, cost effective, commercially available, open architecture solution
for the Navy’s acoustic intercept needs.  SPVA offers enhanced capability and covers a
larger frequency range over legacy sensors for acoustic intercept (weapon and search sonar)
and situation awareness. The SPVA enables an integrated self defense system that provides 
situation adaptive countermeasure deployment and evasion tactics based on continuous 
tracking of threat weapons, and can be directly applied to interference rejection for non-self
defense systems and sensors.
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